
(Also, consider that the holy place may be Texas, the former location of the garden o 
in the land of Eden, as I claim, Eisenhower was born in Texas, Johnson isnow in his , 
(acquired after he became influential in Congress. Kennedy was slain in Texas. And 
mind that God promised a place ordained for his people Israel; and not all of America it 
the place ordained! Remember, too, that the ultimate plan of God was to return his pep 
Israel to that land left behind by Noah who had sailed away from it in the ark.., even the , 
that God promised to "show" to Abram (shew means to privately explain concerning)... en 
the land that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, et al, even David, never set their feet upon; all 
whom died without receiving the promise...yet all dwelt at one time or the other in Palest 
Even compare Lyndon Baines Johnson (a true banes!) and his wife with Ahab and Jezebell 
as they covet their neighbor's peach orchard, seeking same to make a public park (purchase 
through private funds donated) so as to be alone, thus addinf, Reid to field, etc. And you lent 
what happened to Ahab and to Jezehell!) 

(Keep In mind that Texas began as a Republic, a nation in her own right. And, leggally, she 
yet may be exactly that...when her acts regarding the Civil War are rightly analalyzedl) 

Now, you men in Dallas...you whose city was blighted by the assassination of Kennedy...you 
whose city was made the scene of so-al tdllzs 1 ,01,1000,1'S supposed mistreatment... all 
done to build up a reputation of violence, etc.... even to the planting of an ad in the Dallas 
Morning News the day of Kennedy's arrival in Dallas... all creating a certain atmosphere or 
smoke screen...you hardly realize that a dual fulfillment Is possible in the Scripture.„ even 
that the bear is the symbol of Russia...but It is also the symbol of the State of California; 
and that is where Eisenhower was...Palm Springs, C aRfornia...directing the ad/Ong of Ken-
nedy who opposed him in certain respects... and managing the setting up of Johnson into office, 
Do keep in mind also that Kennedy had Incurred the wrath of the Pope of Rome; for he was not 
obeying orders out of Rome either! Then keep in mind the natural hatred (engendered throughout 
many generations and centuries) of the Jews against the Roman Catholic, Kennedy...and Ruby 
Is a so-called Jew....his sister had connections with Neiman Marcus in Dallas_ and Stanley 
Marcus was a so-called Jew...a lover of publicity... and certainly interested in one way or the 
other in the plans of the World Zionist-Jewish Organization group. ) 

(Before I forget to include this interesting dual fulfillment of prophecy, about 110 years ago a 
group came to this part of the county of Washington, In Texas from Basle, Switzerland; and 
there was formed a church called Salem Lutheran Church. I than returned to Washington County, 
Texas, where I had been born in Brenham on November 16, 1904; and where I dwell upon a hill 
as a city that cannot be hid, this community was called "Stone Community" as long as the Stone 
School was conducted near here; and when the Federal Government began to take control of 
agriculture in Texas and elsewhere, they renamed this community the "Salem Community. " 
Than this name of "Salem" actually is derived from that group who came here and established 
the -Salem church 110 years ago with funds gathered in Basle, Switzerland... the same location 
where, in 1007, the First congress of the World Zionist Organization was held, and plans made 
to gain Jerusalem, Palestine and there again build a temple, using the name of "City of Peace," 
being as "Salem" means "Peace!...so note the two dual fulfillments of prophecy... for you will 
be called upon to choose one or the other! Note how the name of "Salem" forms part of the name 
of "Jeru-SALEM." Also, note the "USA" in the center of "Jer-U4L-lem" and that the sound of 
"Rosa" may he obtainal off-venter. And where Ill.. was formerly the Brenham Country Club 
property; lately a new group was formed elsewhere, end I released to them that name, choosing 
Mstead of "Brenham" the name of "Salem" as applied to this community, the purpose being was 
only qualified members may have access to this Oar, even to me, shoe, some when 1 purchased 
the property was ',Jennie Mae Sbauflor" and from such natne One may ',leek anagram-E/shion 
the names of ',Jerusalem," "Israel," and "Sion"...and originally Shaufler was splet "Zschautler.') 

So you men in Wallas may become the men of Nineveh .nding up In judgment, as propheeled 
.. by.as—end if you In not .1.1 your rightful role, you may be certain that others will! 

I especially noted what was printed as stated by District Attorney Henry Wade, to which he 
said wore was one book that had some interesting co 	mts brIneng  new light to On  frMl  of 
Jack Ruby, and it was not cor.. which book be meant—

men
moaning all the hooks that have been 

published by those who were not present at the scene of the slaying of .1171011, I do hone he 
meant the hook is Me Shale; and that prey.. letters Mom me (even written like a book cents.- 
ind new information) may be We book he is referring taro  to Mo new trial Z (.10 bops IL w.nl be taken 
into consideration Mat Sack Rehy was hired Indirectly by Elsenhewer (through Stanley Marcus), 
that Ruby hired Oswald and was with him when Oswald fired a shot at General Walker In Roby  
Park, missing hlm...that Oswald fired ahem at Kennedy and Connally, tunny chosen by Ru for 
the task (and since he missed Walker, how likely to have another men stationed nearby so as not 
m miss slaying Kennedy), then when Oswald seemed about to brealro Ruby rushed in and slew 
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